User-friendly workflows in quantum chemistry
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Abstract—Quantum chemical workflows can be built up within the science gateway MoSGrid (Molecular Simulation Grid). Complex workflows required by the endusers are dissected into smaller workflows which can be combined freely to larger meta-workflows. General quantum chemical workflows are described here as well as the real use case of a spectroscopic analysis resulting in an enduser desired meta-workflow. All workflow features are implemented via WS-PGRADE and submitted to UNICORE. The workflows are stored in the MoSGrid repository and ported to the SHIWA repository.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Molecular Simulation Grid (MoSGrid) [1-2] is a workflow-oriented Science Gateway for researchers from chemistry, biology and physics which enables the access to high-performance computing (HPC) facilities. MoSGrid targets to bring more researchers into the Grid by reducing the initial hurdle of using computational chemistry software on distributed computing infrastructures (DCIs). It provides workflow tools for chemists which facilitate their computational work.

II. BACKGROUND: WORKFLOW-ENABLED SCIENCE GATEWAYS

Workflow-enabled science gateways deal with the problem of supporting the management of workflows in a user-friendly way. The MoSGrid science gateway has been developed on top of WS-PGRADE (Web Services Parallel Grid Runtime and Developer Environment) [3], which employs the portal framework Liferay [7] and forms the highly flexible user interface of gUSE (grid User Support Environment) [8]. The MoSGrid portal offers a graphical workflow manager. Commonly used simple and complex workflows can be stored in recipe repositories and be made available for every user. All users can develop, improve, publish and use workflows for their everyday tasks. As a result of these efforts the variety of
application cases increases, making the use of computational chemistry tools easier for less experienced users at the same time.

The MoSGrid science gateway is part of the SCI-BUS project (SCScientific gateway Based User Support) [9] and directly connected to the SHIWA project (Sharing Interoperable Workflows for large-scale scientific simulations on Available DCIs) [4-6].

SHIWA is a European FP7 project which aims at developing workflow systems interoperability technologies. SHIWA develops a Workflows Repository enabling sharing of executable workflow artifacts among user communities. It sets up an execution environment (SHIWA Simulation Platform) to execute these workflows on various Distributed Computing Infrastructures (DCIs). It also enables the creation of meta-workflows composed of workflows from different workflow management systems and it develops techniques for workflow languages translation. It is envisaged to port workflows from MoSGrid to the SHIWA Workflows Repository.

III. TECHNICAL DETAILS

A. UNICORE

The UNICORE grid middleware [10] offers a complete stack of tools; a graphical user interface allows to create jobs and workflows and submit them to a UNICORE grid which can consist of several clusters. UNICORE middleware services manage jobs and authenticate and authorize users. A service running on logins nodes of clusters communicates with these to run jobs for users.

In the MoSGrid project a new submitter for UNICORE was developed and contributed to gUSE [8]. It allows the submission of workflow tasks to UNICORE grids. This way the jobs can be easily distributed to clusters all over Europe. The submitter also includes functionality to index metadata. For this the UNICORE metadata service is instructed to automatically index available metadata at the end of a workflow. This makes the metadata findable of later use.

Furthermore WS-PGRADE, as the graphical user interface to gUSE, was extended to support the UNICORE incarnation database (IDB). On the one hand users are enabled to easily select tools installed on clusters to be used in workflows. Only tools available on at least one cluster can be selected. On the other hand jobs will only be submitted to cluster where chosen tools are available. The application does not have to be transmitted to the cluster, instead already installed applications are used. The user also does not have to know where the applications are installed on a cluster or on which cluster it is installed.

The MoSGrid science gateway enables the user to easily find data again. This functionality consists of a search field where terms are entered. When a term matches metadata associated to data, this data is displayed and can be selected for further analysis.

B. Liferay

Portals are characterized by requiring only a computer connected to the Internet and an installed web browser on the users’ side. Portal frameworks aid developers with standard features like login procedures and pre-defined portlets. The open-source portal framework Liferay implements the standard JSR168 and its successor JSR286 and thus supports the re-usability of portlets for different portal frameworks that employ the same standard (e.g., Pluto). It holds responsible for the graphical appearance and user management and can be extended by portlets tailored specifically to the users’ needs. It is widely used by scientific communities applying grid and cloud infrastructures, so-called DCIs (Distributed Computing Infrastructures).

C. gUSE and WS-PGRADE

All portals relying on remote computational resources require some kind of framework connecting the portal instance with clusters, clouds, or grids. gUSE [8] provides a large set of high-level services for the management of workflows on DCIs enabling DCI virtualization and scalable operability for the users. This includes the workflow interpreter and workflow storage responsible for the handling of scientific workflows. The application repository holds information about executable programs, while the information system keeps track about submitted jobs and user credentials. In addition, two application programming interfaces (API) interfaces (Application Specific Module API and Remote API) are provided to create application-specific science gateways according to the needs of the user community. The connection to remote DCI’s is established by the so-called DCI-Bridge. The DCI-Bridge contains submitters managing the job submission to various DCIs (e.g., Globus Toolkit, BOINC).

Via the project MoSGrid a specific UNICORE submitter has been developed enabling access to UNICORE grid resources [10]. Furthermore, it offers the unique feature compared to the other submitters that the available tools on a DCI can be selected without the need for uploading executables to the DCI.

WS-PGRADE is the web portal exposed to users. It offers a graphical user interface for creating, modifying, invoking, and monitoring workflows. Different client APIs of the different gUSE services are employed to convert user requests into web service calls specific for gUSE. These communication sequences are well hidden from the users behind JSR286-compliant portlets. The MoSGrid science gateway has been extended with specific portlets for the application domains quantum chemistry, molecular dynamics, and docking. The life-cycle of a workflow is managed via the Application Specific Module API (ASM). Thus, developers are able to focus on the layout and additional features of the portlet during the development process, while the workflow management is handled internally by the gUSE services. The WS-PGRADE graphical user interface is indeed utilisable by chemists who have no informatics expertise. A graph editor offers a visual access to the design of the workflow parts (tasks, input and outputs ports, connections). The subsequent “real” workflow definition is designed in an almost intuitive way of clicking through the steps. So, the step from the pure enduser to being a workflow developer becomes facilitated. At the moment, the endusers are expected to import already
developed workflows in their domain within MoSGrid or just use those which are fixed in the domain-specific portlet. It is planned to allow the MoSGrid users to develop workflows themselves and share them with the whole community.

D. Workflow Utilization

The MoSGrid science gateway aims on mapping complex chemical recipes to computer simulations that orchestrate molecular simulation codes. Chemical recipes contain several steps, beginning with the mixture of chemicals, followed by the cooking process, and the analysis of the results. During an analysis, the chemical reaction is observed and steered. After finishing one reaction, the resulting substance might be used as starting point for one or several further recipes.

MoSGrid provides two approaches to create and use workflows via the science gateway.

One approach is realized by domain specific portlets, available for molecular dynamics, quantum chemistry, and protein-ligand docking. They are hiding the chemical simulation codes, workflows, and IT infrastructures. The graphical workflow editor of WS-PGRADE is the implementation of the second approach. It allows the conception of complex and specialized workflows. Independent on the creation process, the workflows can be submitted to various distributed compute infrastructures (DCIs).

To map the recipes MoSGrid’s workflows consist of several atomic tasks. The user has to select or create the workflows, upload and adapt the input, invoke the simulations on the Grid or Cloud environments, monitor the workflows, and analyze the results.

The creation process covers the definition of the workflows. When a predefined workflow is selected in one of the portlets, the chemical structure of interest and its describing properties have to be defined.

A user can also adapt or build a new workflow with the WS-PGRADE-workflow editor. A data repository contains existing workflows, workflow graphs, workflow templates, and sophisticated workflow applications that can be reused for this purpose.

Following to the creation process MoSGrids science gateway checks the user input for consistency and provide a set of default parameters (e.g., the expected wall time, number of required nodes), which can be overwritten. Additionally, users can provide command line parameters for fine-grained settings.

Because different input molecule description languages are describing the simulations, e.g. the molecular structure, application, method, temperature or basis sets, different simulation codes have to be used for the simulations. The user has two alternatives for selecting the codes. While MoSGrids portlets use available simulation codes on the infrastructure, the WS-PGRADE portal also allows uploading of executables.

The gUSE workflow engine manages a submitted workflow. It can divide complex workflows to their sub-jobs and submit them to different the DCIs. For this purpose specialized submitters are connected to the grid and cloud infrastructures, desktop grids, and web services. A running simulation is observed by WS-PGRADEs monitoring system that allows viewing intermediate results and steering of the workflow by, for example an abortion mechanism to stop unpromising simulations.

IV. GENERAL QUANTUM-CHEMICAL WORKFLOWS

The workflows can consist of a number of sub-jobs. Several kinds of generally interesting workflows structures were identified (Figure 1). Three general workflows are:

- Parallel executed workflows, where the same computational analysis is simulated with different substances, named high-throughput. Experimental structural data comes from single crystal X-ray analysis in form of ins file. After conversion to mol files they can be read by numerous programmes. A further converter combines them with blank input files for the desired quantum chemical code. Until now, the conversion is done manually and a workflow would help to save time.
- Serial executions where the result of one or more simulations is the input of the next dependent workflow step, named TS analysis. A transition state (TS) is found in the first calculation. A converter takes the TS geometry and generates input files for frequency calculations and intrinsic reaction coordinate scans (IRC), both calculations are required to identify the true nature of the TS.
- Parameter sweeps use the same substance and the same reaction with an array of different parameters. Highly practical is the workflow-approach when targeting a scan of a potential energy surface (PES) where two bond distances are simultaneously scanned for analysis of this hypersurface. The functional/basis set combination is in this case always the same and is combined by the converter with the generated coordinates.

As simulation codes, Gaussian09 [11] and NWChem [12] are used. After the end of a simulation the MoSGrid science gateway allows to extract application independent information. They can be viewed in meaningful charts or graphs in the portlets. The portal also allows downloading the results and additionally storing them in the MoSGrid data repository.

V. CONCRETE USE CASE

A highly interesting use case is the so-called spectroscopic analysis. After a first geometry optimization of the desired molecule several further simulations are performed which serve for a spectroscopic analysis. Chemists describe this in a rather complex workflow (Figure 2).

When dissecting the single steps, we identified that there are smaller workflows of fundamental quality (such as the optimization workflow) which are embedded in the larger entity. The dissection followed the principle of identifying small tasks which can be reused within other workflows. Hence, one can define several small workflows as part of a larger meta-workflow as depicted in Figure 3.
The workflow dissection provides with the insight that the first workflow is a simple geometry optimization (opt WF). Such a basic workflow can be reused in many more applications. The subsequent workflows are similar to each other: a converter script extracts the output geometry from the optimization output and combines it with blank input files (i.e. just lacking input coordinates) with the corresponding keywords for frequency calculations, time-dependent DFT (giving UV/Vis spectra), population analyses and subsequent calculations in solvents. All this small workflows in Figure 3 are highly valuable since they can be reused in larger quantum chemical workflows. The whole systems gains flexibility as the small workflows can be freely combined to new meta-workflows.
VI. OUTLOOK

Workflows have been proven to be a valuable tool in computational chemistry. Here, we could show that these are very practical for quantum chemical questions. We plan to dissect further complex quantum chemical workflows to smaller workflows in order to reuse the identified fundamental workflows which will be ported into the MoSGrid repository and the SHIWA repository. Then, the users can freely combine them after their requirements. The sustainability of MoSGrid and its workflows is ensured by further projects which are based on the MoSGrid initiative. Former partners of the BMBF supported MoSGrid project are now participating in SCI-BUS and ER-flow and further project proposals are under review. In fact, running MoSGrid needs only small maintenance support by the local representatives of the MoSGrid partner institutions. During the actually running projects, further advancements will be implemented in MoSGrid such as more simulation codes and a supplement in the workflow portlet enabling the free combination of workflows.
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